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Initial-syllable faithfulness as the best model of

e shorter words, however, are mu less likely to alternate (Lees ; Inkelas &
Orgun ; Inkelas et al. ; Hayes ; Pya et al. ; among others).
What is the best aracterization of this size eﬀect?
()

Initial-syllable faithfulness: Monosyllables are more likely to be protected
from alternations than polysyllables (Beer, Ketrez & Nevins )

()

Moraic-based markedness:

word-size eﬀects in alternations*

• Minimal CVC words are syllabiﬁed early, thereby escaping an alternation
pressure that applies to larger-than-minimal words (Inkelas & Orgun
; Inkelas et al. ; Pya et al. )

• Surprisingly, whether a noun undergoes voicing alternation is not %∼%
(Ernestus & Baayen ); it is oen a function of word-length (henceforth, “a
size eﬀect”).

• Word-minimality (FB in OT) is a markedness pressure to expand subminimal words. In a serial model, FB can cause earlier syllabiﬁcation
of stops in CVC nouns, and greater faithfulness to syllabiﬁed consonants
can prevent alternations.

• e regulation of phonological behavior is a subject of current debate in the
study of language: Do large-scale trends represent the result of grammaticalized usage pressures or not?
• We compare the ability of diﬀerent measures to predict voicing alternations in
Turkish and Russian.

()

• Neighbors (Luce & Pisoni ): Words that are only one segment’s
deletion, addition, or substitution away.

• We show that monosyllabicity, a discrete grammatical factor, is the best
predictor among these. It is beer than gradient grammatical measures, and
mu beer than word-similarity measures su as neighborhood density.



Sources of size eﬀects
taʧ ∼ taʤ-ɨ
saʧ ∼ saʧ-ɨ

‘crown /’
‘hair /’

and some long words:
()

amaʧ ∼ amaʤ-ɨ
anaʧ ∼ anaʧ-ɨ

• Short = competitive: Words in dense lexical neighborhoods are protected
from alternations (Wedel ; Ussishkin & Wedel to appear). Shorter
words have more neighbors, pressuring them to keep their shape constant
in order to facilitate lexical access in the face of many phonologicallyclose lexical competitors (though see Pya et al. ).
Other potential predictors:

In Turkish, voicing alternations aﬀect some short words,
()

Neighborhood density

‘goal /’
‘cub /’

()

Structural/grammatical factors: Alternation is correlated with syllable count,
mora count, segment count, etc.

()

Lexicon-based/similarity-based factors: Alternation is correlated with cohort
size, uniqueness point (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh ; Luce ; Gaskell &
Marslen-Wilson ), etc.

*For their thoughtful comments and feedba, we thank Adam Albright, Jonathan Barnes, Maria
Gouskova, John McCarthy, Andreea Nicolae, and Engin Sezer. Any remaining errors are due to an
unbalanced diet.





Neighborhood density, however, is hardly correlated with alternations at all: e
line is rather ﬂat for words with less than  neighbors, whi make up % of the
lexicon. is conﬁrms the ﬁnding in Pya et al. ().

% alternators

e correlation between length in syllables and alternation is mostly concentrated
in the mono/polysyllabic distinction:
Turkish alternation rates by syllable, with conﬁdence intervals
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Conﬁdence intervals were calculated by taking  random samples from
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()

Monosyllabicity consistently aieves a signiﬁcantly higher R2 value than CVC
minimality (Wilcoxon rank sum test, W = 6 , p < .).

()

Syllable/mora/segment count have R2 of less than %, because the additional
increase in size does not correlate with an increase in alternation rate.
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How well do various size measurements correlate with alternations?
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Data: e  stop-ﬁnal nouns of TELL (Inkelas et al. ), an electronic lexicon.
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length in segments
Counting by syllables is beer than counting by segments: length in segments
reliably correlates with alternation only in the - range:

e alternation rates in the Turkish lexicon are best modeled by monosyllabicity,
rather than by word-minimality or neighborhood density.





In Beer, Ketrez & Nevins (),  speakers were asked to oose alternating or
non-alternating forms for  novel nouns:
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()

Monosyllabicity is not just the best predictor of alternations in the lexicon, it is
also the best predictor of human behavior in tasks that probe alternation rates.

()

Cohort size is an important factor in lexical access and processing, but not in
paradigmatic relations among words.



Monosyllabicity consistently aieves a signiﬁcantly higher R2 value than CVC
minimality in  random samples (Wilcoxon rank sum test, W = 6 , p < .).

Russian voicing alternations

In Russian, like in Turkish, voicing alternations aﬀect some short words,
()

snóp ∼ snób-a
snóp ∼ snap-á

‘snob ./.’
‘sheaf ./.’

and some long words:
()



monosyllabicity

To conclude:

What correlates best with the speaker’s behavior?

()

0.10

Is the Turkish paern just limited to the lexicon, or are speakers auned to it, and
use it in their treatment of novel items?

()

Turkish wugs: Correlation scores for three models of alternations
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sugróp ∼ sugrób-a

xalóp ∼ xalóp-a

‘snowdri ./.’
‘slave ./.’

Data from Sharoﬀ’s () electronic dictionary ( stop-ﬁnal nouns): In Russian,
shorter words are more likely to alternate — the mirror image of Turkish.



Russian alternation rates by syllable, with conﬁdence intervals

()

Russian alternation rates by neighborhood size, with conﬁdence intervals
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Token frequency is similarly poorly correlated with alternations in Sharoﬀ’s
() dictionary.
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Monosyllabicity is more strongly correlated with voicing alternations than CVC
minimality (Wilcoxon rank sum test, W = *5 , p < .).
Contrary to Ussishkin & Wedel’s (to appear) predictions, neighborhood density is
actually weakly positively correlated with alternations (this is clearest in the -
range, whi makes % of the data).



Because shorter words have more neighbors, and shorter words are more likely to
alternate in Russian, neighborhood density is positively correlated with alternations
in Russian, not negatively as in Turkish.





Comparing Turkish and Russian alternations

Diﬀerences between Russian and Turkish:
()

Direction of the size eﬀect: Size is positively correlated with alternations in
Turkish, negatively correlated in Russian.

()

Turkish has a three-way contrast: Nicolae & Nevins (before lun) show that
Turkish uses [sg] and [voice] (with alternators unspeciﬁed), whereas Russian
only uses [voice] (with alternators speciﬁed for [voice]).

()

Orthography: Turkish reﬂects alternations in the spelling, Russian doesn’t.

()

Lower overall alternation rate in Russian.

()

In both languages, neighborhood density is poorly correlated with alternations.

()

In both languages, monosyllabicity is well correlated with alternations.

()

e relationship between size and neighborhood densities are essentially the
same in both languages (unlike Hebrew, where monosyllables are rarer; data
from Bolozky & Beer ).

. Instructive examples
English (Hayes ; p. ):
()
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[sɪv ∼ sɪvz], [motif ∼ motifs], [dwoɹf ∼ dwoɹvz].

Alternations (including historically innovative ones) are restricted to monosyllables for many speakers, i.e. polysyllabicity is negatively correlated with
alternations.

()
()

Alternations are positively correlated with size, as in Turkish:
[sɛrt ∼ sɛrtə] ‘certain ./.’ vs. [likit ∼ likiðə] ‘liquid ./.’

Catalan contrasts voiceless unaspirates with voiced stops (whi can spirantize), as in Russian.

. Grammar or word-similarity?

Turkish
Russian
Hebrew

4

Plurals and denominal verbs create a three-way voicing distinction in labiodental and inter-dental fricatives:

Catalan (Wedel ; Ussishkin & Wedel to appear):

Distribution of neighborhood densities

2

Monosyllabicity as an initial-syllable eﬀect

What is the typology of size eﬀects, particularly with respect to the laryngeal
alternations?

()

Turkish and Russian commonalities:

()



()

“Words undergo, or resist, morphophonemic alternation in a manner unrelated
to the noun’s relationship to other lexical items.” (Pya et al. ; p. )

()

Whether a word-ﬁnal stop alternates does not depend on the word’s neighborhood density; i.e. does not depend on global phonemic similarity to
other words in the lexicon. Rather, su paerns should be accounted for
in grammatical terms, speciﬁcally, monosyllabicity.

12

length in segments





.

e role of initial-syllable faithfulness

. Further questions to pursue

Initial-syllable faithfulness (Steriade ; Beman , ; Casali ) protects
the word-initial syllable from neutralizations and alternations. is includes the
initial syllable’s onset and nucleus, but also its coda (see Beman ’s analysis of
Tamil).
In monosyllables, the only syllable is also the initial one.
()

*VTV

a. + ʤo.bu
b.

ʤo.pu

OOI(voice)σ

OOI(voice)

*

*

OOI(voice)σ

OOI(voice)

*!

Turkish: an alternating polysyllable
/ʃaraB+I/ [ʃa.rap]

*VTV

a. + ʃa.ra.bɨ
b.

ʃa.ra.pɨ

*
*!

Note: In ʤop ∼ ʤo.bu, the root-ﬁnal stop is in the initial syllable only in the base.
For deﬁning strong positions relative to the base, see Kager (); Jesney ().

.

What do Russian speakers do with novel words?

()

I(voice)σ should protect monosyllables from alternations, all else being
equal. Are Turkish and Catalan more natural than Russian and English?

()

We are running an artiﬁcial grammar learning experiment, testing generalization tasks in languages with asymmetric distributions of alternations.

Turkish: an alternating monosyllable
/ʤoB+I/ [ʤop]

()

()

e grammar projects lexical statistics

Constraint cloning (Pater , ; Beer ): Given evidence for inconsistent
ranking, lexical items get listed with the most speciﬁc ranking they require.



Conclusions
• Our statistical analysis shows that the skewed distributions of voicing alternations in Russian and Turkish (and speakers’ knowledge of these paerns in
novel generalization tasks) are best modeled in formal means by initial-syllable
faithfulness, whi directly allows for diﬀerential treatment of monosyllabic
and polysyllabic words
• Other analyses (in terms of moras, segments, or lexicon-based measures) oﬀer
less coverage of the variation in the data, or fail to extend to the distribution
of alternations in Russian.
• Initial-syllable faithfulness, originally motivated largely by static distributional evidence, thus emerges as a multi-purpose formal tool for keeping tra
within the grammar of distributional asymmetries in alternations as well.
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